Learning Links
This week’s Learning Log:
This week we have been time travelling back to Victorian times, to investigate old fashioned toys. We have been comparing toys we have today with toys
from the past, and looking for similarities and differences. We have also been playing old fashioned games and learning the rhymes which accompany
them. In Science we have been continuing with our ‘How wild is the wind?’ investigation, which really ‘took off’ this week with the gales!
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This week we have been completing some assessments to see

In Maths, we have been investigating the measure of time. We

how much progress we have already made this year! Our

began by reciting and ordering the days of the week, and the

English lessons have been devoted to practising and applying

months of the year in order. We then went on to linking

our phonic knowledge. We have been playing games such as

activities in our everyday lives with times presented on an

‘guess the sound’, ‘run for the word’, and ‘name the alien’ by

analogue clock. We have been learning about units of time

making our own alien words, as well as the classic ‘trash or

such as seconds, minutes, hours and days. We have been

treasure’ game where we distinguish real or rubbish words.
We are practising these sounds whilst we continue to
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introduced to the hands on a clock face and what these
represent. We will continue to work on our recognition and

become confident with identifying, reading and saying each

understanding of digital and analogue clocks over the next few

of the sounds.

weeks.
You could:

You could:



Practise writing words containing your
favourite digraph or trigraph.



Write a list of real or alien words to test
someone in your house, to see if they can tell
which are which!

Please remember to
bring your P.E kit in
every Wednesday.



Draw your own clock faces and practice
recording different times of the day.



Practice ordering the days of the week or
months of the year, perhaps get an adult to
take one away and see if you can spot which
one is missing!

